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Abstract
The Hall effect, electrical conductivity and electron mobility are investigated
at temperatures between 55 and 500 K in n-ZnSe crystals doped with Cu, Ag
or Au. The presence of a small amount of Cu atoms leads to an inversion
of the sign of the Hall coefficient at temperatures above 300 K. Anomalous
temperature dependence of the electron mobility is observed in the samples
with low Cu concentration (<0.3 at.% in the melt). Different characters of
the temperature dependences of kinetic coefficients are found for n-ZnSe doped
with Ag and Au. These curves are typical for crystals having several donor
levels at different energetic depths. Immediately after doping, silver behaves
like a usual compensating acceptor impurity while gold shows amphoteric
properties. We propose a model that explains the anomalies of the temperature
dependences of the kinetic coefficients in Cu-doped crystals and the lack of the
anomalies in Ag-doped and Au-doped crystals. In accordance with this model
and our experimental data, copper in n-ZnSe has two charge states, Cu+

Zn (d10)
and Cu2+

Zn (d9), and two acceptor levels near the valence band. Silver and gold
exist in single-charged states Ag+

Zn and Au+
Zn with d10 electron configuration

forming single energy levels near the valence band. Au atoms form mainly
interstitial Aui donors at low doping concentrations and substitutional AuZn and
AuZn-based acceptors at high doping concentrations. Time stimulation of the
amphoteric properties of Ag is discussed.

1. Introduction

Transition metals such as Cu, Ag, and Au substitute isoelectronically for Zn atoms and form
deep acceptor levels in the band gap of ZnSe single crystals. The occupation ordering of the
d and s electron shells of these elements is modified so that they can be in two charge states,
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Cu+
Zn, Ag+

Zn, Au+
Zn with d10 electron configuration [1–3] and Cu2+

Zn , Ag2+
Zn , Au2+

Zn with d9 electron
configuration [4–6]. Due to mixing of the d, p and s states, the acceptor levels formed in the
band gap are electrically and optically active.

On the other hand, rapid cooling of the samples after annealing in dopant melts favours
the formation of interstitial defects. As the number of the dopant elements is increased, the
probability of the formation of interstitial donors such as Cui , Agi , and Aui increases because
of the increasing difference between the ionic radii of the dopant elements, 0.96 Å (Cu), 1.13 Å
(Ag), 1.37 Å (Au) [7], and zinc, 0.83 Å [7]. Silver and gold atoms substituting zinc induce
strains in the zinc sublattice since their size exceeds that of the zinc vacancy (VZn). As the
interatomic Zn–Zn distance, 4.01 Å [8], is much larger than the ionic radius of the Ag and
Au atoms, these dopants form mainly interstitial defects. The impurities, which can form both
substitutional and interstitial defects and both acceptor and donor levels in the band gap, are
called amphoteric impurities. Thus, the amphoteric properties of Cu, Ag, and Au impurities in
ZnSe should become more evident with increasing element number, i.e., from copper to gold.

Currently, the question of the charge states and configuration of the electron shells of
CuZn, AgZn and AuZn ions in ZnSe is open to discussion. The energetic positions of the sixfold
degenerated T2 levels calculated in [9] are EV + 0.46 eV for AgZn, EV + 0.63 eV for AuZn,
slightly deeper in comparison with EV +0.26 eV for CuZn. The copper impurity is known to be
more prone to formation of an unoccupied d9-shell than the silver and gold impurities [2]. This
was explained by the smaller atomic number of Cu within the limits of the same isoelectronic
line and the smaller electronegativity associated with Ag and Au. It was also suggested [2]
that Ag+

Zn and Au+
Zn ions have the usual d10 configuration and the formation of Ag2+

Zn and Au2+
Zn

ions with d9 configuration is impossible. According to optically detected magnetic resonance
(ODMR) investigations [5, 6], silver and gold ions have the d9 electron configuration.

In this paper, we discuss the charge states, the electron configuration and the amphoteric
properties of copper, silver and gold impurities in n-ZnSe single crystals. The results are based
on the measurements of the temperature dependences of the electrical conductivity, the Hall
effect and mobility of charge carriers.

2. Experimental methods

The samples were doped with Cu, Ag or Au by long-term (100 h) high-temperature (Tannealing =
950 ◦C) annealing of high-resistive (ρ = 108–109 � cm) n-ZnSe single crystals in Zn + Cu,
Zn + Ag or Zn + Au melts. The doping level was varied by changing the Cu content in the
Zn melt from 0.05 to 0.75 at.%, the Ag content from 0.1 to 15 at.% or the Au content from
0.05 to 10 at.%. Metallic zinc double purified by vacuum sublimation and Cu, Ag and Au of
99.9999% purity were used for annealing the samples in quartz ampoules evacuated down
to p = 10−4 Torr and placed in a vertical furnace. After annealing, the ampoules were
rapidly cooled down to room temperature. The surfaces of the samples were etched in 7%
Br–CH3(OH) solution and boiled in 40% NaOH. Rectangular bars of size 1 × 1.5 × 5 mm3

were used for measurements of the Hall effect, electrical conductivity and mobility of charge
carriers at temperatures between 55 and 550 K and magnetic field of 1 T. The indium ohmic
contacts were fabricated by the dot alloying method in vacuum for 20 min at 350 ◦C. The
ohmicity of the contacts was controlled by the linearity of current–voltage curves.

3. Experimental results

3.1. n-ZnSe:Zn:Cu crystals

The temperature dependences of the Hall coefficient, RH, for ZnSe:Cu crystals with different
amounts of Cu are shown in figure 1. Series A (figure 1(a)) and series B (figure 1(b)) differ
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Figure 1. Temperature dependence of the Hall coefficient for n-ZnSe samples annealed in
Zn + x at.% Cu melt (series A (a) and B (b)). Inset: temperature dependence of the Hall coefficient
for n-ZnSe sample, annealed in Zn + 0.05 at.% Cu melt, after heat treatment in vacuum at
T = 413 K for 0 (�), 5 (◦), 10 (∇) h and after keeping at normal room temperature in air and
darkness for eight months (�).

in the concentration of VZn native defects in the original crystals. The doping conditions for
both series of samples were identical. Between temperatures of 77 and 300 K, the shape of the
RH(103/T ) curves does not depend on the Cu content in the Zn melt. RH is found to decrease
with increasing temperature (figure 1(a)) due to activation of electrons to the conduction band
from shallow donors formed by a non-controllable impurity. The RH(103/T ) dependence
becomes weaker and tends to saturation near 300 K. However, upon further increase of T ,
the Hall coefficient decreases towards a new saturation due to ionization of a deeper donor
level and its exhaustion.

For T > 380 K, RH decreases slightly and monotonically with increasing temperature of
the sample annealed in pure Zn melt. The addition of 0.05 at.% Cu into the melt results in an
inversion of the sign of the Hall coefficient. Increase of the Cu content shifts the temperature
of the sign inversion of RH slightly towards higher temperatures and then leads to a gradual
decrease of this anomaly (figure 1(b)). It is also found that the anomaly of RH disappears
during long-term high-temperature treatment of the doped samples in vacuum. The temperature
dependences of RH in the sample annealed in Zn + 0.05 at.% Cu melt are shown in the inset of
figure 1(b) for various durations of the sample treatment at 413 K. During the first five hours,
heating shifts the temperature of the RH sign inversion from 435 to 493 K. Further heating for
subsequent five hours quenches this anomaly, but it can be returned by keeping the samples for
eight months at normal room conditions in darkness. After repeated heat treatment in vacuum
for 25 h, the anomaly disappears completely.

The temperature dependences of the electrical conductivity, σ , of n-ZnSe samples with
various Cu concentrations are shown in figure 2. As T decreases, the conductivity of the
original sample increases, reaching a maximum at 100 K, and then decreases. The high-
temperature branch of this maximum is caused by increasing electron mobility when the
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Figure 2. Temperature dependence of the electrical conductivity of n-ZnSe samples annealed in
Zn + x at.% Cu melt (series A).

free electron concentration decreases with decreasing T . The low-temperature branch of this
maximum is determined by a more intensive decrease of the free electron concentration and a
greater contribution of scattering by impurity ions. Introducing Cu, which is a compensating
impurity, into n-ZnSe reduces the values of σ in the whole temperature range and slightly
changes the shape of the σ(103/T ) curve. With increasing Cu concentration, the maximum of
this curve shifts towards higher temperatures due to increasing impurity scattering. No anomaly
is observed in the σ(103/T ) dependence.

The temperature dependence of the electron Hall mobility, µ = RHσ , has an anomalous
shape above 300 K in the ‘anomalous’ crystals (figure 3). Starting at 400 K, the mobility
decreases quickly down to very low values and then sharply increases to the previous level. As
the Cu concentration is increased, the anomaly of µ(T ) becomes less marked.

3.2. n-ZnSe:Zn:Ag crystals

Figure 4 shows the temperature dependences of RH measured immediately after doping the
samples with Ag. The curves are typical for semiconductors having several local donor levels,
i.e. there are two exponential parts, each followed by saturation. With temperature rise, RH

decreases due to electron activation from the shallowest donor level and the curves tend to
saturation at T > 100 K due to exhaustion of the donor level. The increase of T above 300 K
leads again to an exponential decrease of RH with a far larger slope due to the activation of
electrons from the second deeper donor level. This donor level is exhausted at T > 400 K.
The slopes of the exponential part of the curves give the energies of the corresponding donor
levels. Increase of the Ag content in the samples increases RH, manifesting the compensating
effect of the Ag impurity. A shift of the onset of the electron activation from the deeper donor
level towards lower temperatures is observed as the Ag content is increased. This is stipulated
by the fact that when the compensation of the shallow donors increases and their contribution
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Figure 3. Temperature dependence of the electron Hall mobility in n-ZnSe samples annealed in
Zn + x at.% Cu melt (series B).

Figure 4. Temperature dependence of the Hall coefficient for n-ZnSe samples annealed in
Zn + x at.% Ag melt ((◦) in the dark, (•) under illumination, and (�) after storage for five years
under normal room conditions). Inset: the high-temperature range of the RH(103/T ) dependence
in semi-logarithmic scale for the sample annealed in Zn + 15 at.% Ag melt.

to the total concentration of the charge carriers in the conduction band decreases, the activation
process from the deeper donor level manifests itself more distinctly.

The deeper donor level is most clearly revealed at the maximum Ag content in the Zn melt
(15 at.% Ag). The resistivity of this sample increases sharply with decreasing temperature due
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Table 1. Electrical parameters of n-ZnSe:Zn:Ag crystals.

T = 300 K T = 77 K

x n σ RHσ n σ RHσ

(at.% Ag) (1016 cm−3) (�−1 cm−1) (cm2 V−1 s−1) (1015 cm−3) (�−1 cm−1) (cm2 V−1 s−1)

1 1.20 0.89 467 4.0 1.99 3100
2 0.88 0.68 481 2.8 1.33 2900
5 0.73 0.53 456 1.6 0.59 2290

10 0.36 0.25 441 0.42 0.11 1670
12 0.23 0.15 413 0.21 0.003 959
15 0.016 0.007 368 — 4.4 × 10−6 —

After storage at normal room temperature for 5 years
15 13.43 7.80 364 42.43 4.67 690

x ND NA ED n0 Ndeep
D Edeep

D

(at.% Ag) (1016 cm−3) (1016 cm−3) K = NA
ND

(meV) (1015 cm−3) (1015 cm−3) (meV)

1 6.0 4.9 0.82 9.2 10.6 4.5 130
2 4.8 4.0 0.84 10.6 7.6 4.0 130
5 4.1 3.6 0.88 13.1 5.2 3.6 130

10 3.6 3.4 0.95 15.4 1.6 2.6 130
12 2.7 2.6 0.97 18.2 0.88 1.9 130
15 — — — — — — 140

After storage at normal room temperature for 5 years
— — — — — — —

to the very high compensation of the shallow donors. Measurements of the Hall coefficient
at low temperatures are thus hampered, and we cannot observe the electron activation from
shallow donors. However, the exponential decrease of RH is observed again after exhaustion of
the deeper donor level (figure 4, inset) indicating an activation process from the third, deepest
donor level. A tendency to exhaustion of this level is observed at T ≈ 500 K.

For a semiconductor partially compensated by acceptors with concentration NA and having
only one type of donor with concentration ND, the temperature dependence of the electron
concentration n in the conduction band can be expressed as

n (NA + n)

ND − NA − n
= NC

g
exp

{
− ED

kBT

}
, (1)

where g is the degeneracy of the donor state (for ZnSe g = 2), ED is the activation energy of
the donor impurity and NC is the density of states in the conduction band. The values of ND,
NA and ED calculated by least-square fitting of the experimental data to (1) are given in table 1.

For a semiconductor also having deeper impurity levels with concentration Ndeep and
ionization energy Edeep, the temperature dependence of the free electron concentration is given
by the equation

n (n − n0)

Ndeep + n0 − n
= NC

g1
exp

{
− Edeep

kBT

}
, (2)

where g1 is the degeneracy of the deeper level and n0 is the concentration of the electrons
activated from shallow donors in the region of their exhaustion. The calculated values of Ndeep

and Edeep are given in table 1. For the sample with the highest content of the compensating
impurity (15 at.% Ag in the melt), the activation energy of the electrons from the deeper level
was also found from the slope of lg RHT 3/4 versus 103/T plot, equal to 140 meV. This value is
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Figure 5. Temperature dependence of the electrical conductivity of n-ZnSe samples annealed in
Zn + x at.% Ag melt ((◦) in the dark, (•) under illumination, and (�) after storage for five years
under normal room conditions). Inset: the high-temperature range of the σ(103/T ) dependence in
semi-logarithmic scale for the sample annealed in Zn + 15 at.% Ag melt.

in good agreement with the one calculated using (2) within the limits of experimental accuracy.
Table 1 shows that increasing Ag concentration results in the increase of both the compensation
ratio K = NA/ND and the activation energy of shallow donor impurities. As a result of the lack
of compensation of the deeper donor level, the activation energy of electrons from this level,
130 meV, remains constant.

The temperature dependences of the electrical conductivity of the n-ZnSe single crystals
doped with Ag are shown in figure 5. A high-temperature maximum appears and its magnitude
increases with increasing Ag concentration in the Zn melt. The high-temperature branch of
this maximum is determined by the temperature dependence of µ in the region of scattering
by phonons where the concentration of the electrons is practically unchanged. With further
decrease of the temperature, the conductivity decreases due to transitions of the electrons from
the conduction band to the deeper donor level. Figure 5 shows that the onset temperature
of this process is shifted towards lower temperatures with increasing Ag concentration. Our
Hall measurements confirm this fact. The high-temperature branch of the low-temperature
maximum in the σ(103/T ) dependence is determined by the charge carrier mobility that
increases with decreasing temperature. In this case, the electron concentration depends weakly
on the temperature since the shallow donor level is practically exhausted and the activation from
the deeper level is quite low. The position of this maximum is determined by the maximum
of µ(T ) (figure 6) that shifts towards higher temperatures with increasing Ag content in the
samples. Its relative value decreases because of the increasing role of electron scattering by
impurity ions. The low-temperature branch of this maximum is determined by transitions of
the electrons from the conduction band to shallow donors.

In the most compensated sample (15 at.% Ag in the melt), the low-temperature maximum
in the σ(103/T ) dependence disappears since the activation of the electrons from the shallow
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Figure 6. Temperature dependence of the electron Hall mobility in n-ZnSe samples annealed in
Zn + x at.% Ag melt ((◦) in the dark, (•) under illumination, and (�) after storage for five years
under normal room conditions).

donor level is nearly absent. Transitions of the electrons from the conduction band to the deeper
donor level cause a sharp decrease of σ . Slowing down of this process at low temperatures
causes some flattening of this dependence near liquid nitrogen temperature. The conductivity
of this sample is nearly unchanged at high temperatures above 250 K. However, a more accurate
analysis (figure 5, inset) reveals a non-monotonic increase of σ with temperature decrease.
This high-temperature peculiarity is caused by the competing contributions of mobility and
concentration of electrons activated from the third deepest donor level. Without this level, σ

would have increased monotonically with decreasing temperature (the mobility increases, but
the concentration of the electrons activated from the second donor level is constant). Hall
measurements confirm this model, too.

Investigations made immediately after doping the samples with Ag show that silver is a
compensating acceptor in ZnSe. It is found that five-year storage of Ag-doped samples at
room temperature in darkness in air dramatically increases the electrical conductivity and the
concentration of free electrons and shallow donors. This can be observed, for instance, from the
curves in figures 4 and 5 for the sample annealed in Zn+15 at.% Ag and measured immediately
after doping with Ag and after storage of five years. The shape of the σ(103/T ) dependence
indicates decreasing compensation of the donor impurity. These changes are most prominent
in the samples with high Ag content, giving evidence of electrically active Ag-related shallow
donors. Thus, silver shows amphoteric properties stimulated by room-temperature storage
resulting in an increase of shallow Agi donors at the expense of AgZn acceptors and, as a
consequence, in the formation of the Ag-donor impurity band [10].

The temperature dependences of µ in the investigated samples are shown in figure 6. In
the pure crystal, µ increases with decrease of T , which is characteristic of electron–phonon
scattering. The flattening of the µ(T ) dependence below 80 K is due to the contribution of
scattering by impurity ions. As the Ag concentration is increased, the scattering by impurity
ions is observed at higher temperatures: the slope of the high-temperature part of the curve
decreases and a maximum appears. The relative height of the maximum decreases and it
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Figure 7. Temperature dependence of the Hall coefficient for n-ZnSe samples annealed in
Zn+x at.% Au melt ((◦) in the dark, and (•) under illumination). Inset: the high-temperature range
of the RH(103/T ) dependence in semi-logarithmic scale for the sample annealed in Zn + 10 at.%
Au melt.

shifts towards higher temperatures as the Ag content is increased. Such evolution is stipulated
by competition of electron scattering between impurity ions specific to low temperatures and
phonons at high temperatures.

The scattering by impurity ions in the most heavily doped sample (15 at.% Ag) is observed
up to the highest temperatures. Therefore, the slope of the µ(T ) curve decreases in the region of
phonon scattering. The very sharp decrease of µ below 200 K cannot be attributed to scattering
by impurity ions, but rather to the appearance of collective potential barriers hampering the
transport of carriers in strongly compensated semiconductors [11]. Illumination of the sample
with white light sharply increases the concentration of conduction band electrons, which may
shield random impurity potentials. As a result of reduced collective potential barriers, the
anomaly disappears (see the curves with closed symbols in figure 6). This anomalous part
also disappears after five-year storage of the samples at normal room temperature, which is an
additional argument in favour of decreasing compensation of the donors due to transition of the
silver impurity from acceptors (AgZn) to donors (Agi ) by displacing into interstitial sites [10].

3.3. n-ZnSe:Zn:Au crystals

The temperature dependences of RH for Au-doped n-ZnSe crystals are shown in figure 7. The
curves for undoped and moderately doped samples (<10 at.% Au in the Zn melt) are typical
of the case of two electrically active donor levels. As the temperature increases, the Hall
coefficient first decreases due to activation of electrons from a shallow donor level, tends to
saturation and decreases again due to activation of electrons from a deep donor level. The
electrical parameters calculated with (1) and (2) are shown in table 2. A strongly compensated
(K = 0.87) non-controllable donor impurity in the original undoped crystal has an activation
energy of ∼30 meV. Light doping with gold (0.5 at.% Au) reduces both the compensation of
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Table 2. Electrical parameters of n-ZnSe:Zn:Au crystals.

T = 300 K T = 77 K

x n σ RHσ n σ RHσ

(at.% Ag) (1015 cm−3) (�−1 cm−1) (cm2 V−1 s−1) (1015 cm−3) (�−1 cm−1) (cm2 V−1 s−1)

0 0.87 3.1 × 10−5 0.22 0.02 4.6 × 10−6 1.2
0.05 7.23 5.5 × 10−3 4.8 1.6 3.0 × 10−3 11.6
0.5 16.4 5.5 × 10−2 21.1 3.4 2.1 × 10−2 39.6
2 11.7 3.5 × 10−1 186 2.7 4.2 × 10−1 984
3 9.4 5.7 × 10−1 382 2.1 8.2 × 10−1 2391
5 5.2 4.0 × 10−2 48.7 1.1 7.6 × 10−3 43.3

10 1.8 2.8 × 10−3 9.6 0.0054 8.3 × 10−6 9.6

x ND NA ED n0 Ndeep
D Edeep

D

(at.% Ag) (1016 cm−3) (1016 cm−3) K = NA
ND

(meV) (1015 cm−3) (1015 cm−3) (meV)

0 0.72 0.63 0.87 29.7 0.94 0.058 106
0.05 2.5 1.9 0.77 21.0 5.7 1.1 164
0.5 3.2 2.2 0.68 22.5 10.4 2.0 176
2 2.7 1.9 0.71 24.0 7.9 1.5 178
3 2.5 1.8 0.73 21.5 6.5 1.4 180
5 1.6 1.2 0.78 20.5 3.4 6.5 180

10 — — — — — 32.0 189

the donor impurity (K = 0.68) and the activation energy (ED = 22.5 meV). We attribute the
main electrically active impurities in lightly Au-doped samples to interstitial Aui atoms [12]
with activation energy ED(Aui) = (22 ± 2) meV (table 2).

As the Au concentration in the Zn melt is increased to 5 at.%, the compensation of the
donor impurity increases to K = 0.78, indicating that Au atoms go preferentially into vacancies
of the Zn sublattice where they form AuZn acceptors compensating shallow donor impurities.
We note that while the compensation of the donors increases, the concentration of electrically
active donors and acceptors decreases. This can be explained by the formation of electrically
inactive radiative recombination centres (AuZn–Aui ), if we suppose that the Aui ions are donors
and the AuZn ions are acceptors. These associative centres were found by investigation of edge
photoluminescence spectra of ZnSe:Zn:Au crystals [12].

At high Au concentration in the melt (10 at.% Au), the shallow donor impurities are almost
completely compensated and therefore the electrical properties of the sample are influenced
by deep donors with activation energy Edeep

D ≈ 190 meV. Reducing the temperature to 125 K
results in a rapid increase of RH (figure 7). It is likely that this anomalous part of the RH(103/T )

dependence observed below 125 K is associated with electron gas heating in electric field. A
similar phenomenon has been observed in n-GaAs and n-InP crystals [13]. As RH increases
to ∼4 × 105 cm3 C−1 with decreasing temperature, the resistivity of the sample rises and the
electric field intensity increases up to ∼30 V cm−1. In such a strong field, the electrons have
sufficient energy for ionization of impurity atoms by collision and therefore the free electron
concentration increases and RH decreases when T decreases from 125 to 100 K. This leads to
decreasing resistivity of the sample and decreasing electric field intensity. This weakens the
ionization by collisions and the free electron concentration again decreases due to freezing of
the free electrons created by ionization. Under illumination of the samples with white light,
RH is diminished by four times (figure 7, T ≈ 125 K) and the resistivity of the sample
is considerably decreased (figure 8). As the electric field intensity decreases, ionization by
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Figure 8. Temperature dependence of the electrical conductivity of n-ZnSe samples annealed in
Zn+x at.% Au melt ((◦) in the dark, and (•) under illumination). Inset: the high-temperature range
of the σ(103/T ) dependence in semi-logarithmic scale for the sample annealed in Zn + 10 at.% Au
melt.

collisions becomes almost impossible and the anomalous part of the RH(103/T ) dependence
disappears.

Figure 8 shows the shape of σ(103/T ) curve for Au-doped n-ZnSe. Two maxima are
observed in the samples with low compensation of the donor impurities (2 and 3 at.% Au). As
stated above, a similar shape of this curve is found for the Ag-doped n-ZnSe samples. The
high-temperature maximum is due to the electrical activity of the deep donor level and the low-
temperature one is caused by the shallow donor level associated with Au in the crystals. The
contribution of the shallow donors to σ decreases with the increase of the Au concentration and
the low-temperature maximum shifts towards higher temperatures and gradually disappears
(5 and 10 at.% Au). Sensitivity of σ to illumination is observed for the samples with high
Au concentration (5 and 10 at.% Au). Increase of the Au concentration increases σ in
non-equilibrium state. However, in contrast to Ag-doped ZnSe, the shape of the σ(103/T )

dependence is unchanged, indicating small values of random impurity potential and drift and
recombination barriers in the material [14]. A reason for this can be the moderate compensation
(K < 0.9) of the donor impurity. Lack of sufficient random impurity potential in the sample
with maximum Au concentration is an additional argument in favour of the above interpretation
of the anomalous part in the RH(103/T ) dependence for this sample.

The temperature dependences of µ in Au-doped n-ZnSe crystals are shown in figure 9.
In the undoped sample, µ is very low due to high compensation and is weakly influenced by
light. As the concentration of Au in the samples increases, the electron mobility increases
considerably in the investigated temperature range (figure 9 and table 2, 0.05–3 at.% Au).
The shape of the µ(T ) curves indicates increasing contribution of scattering by phonons. For
higher Au concentrations (5 and 10 at.% Au), the shape of these curves is complicated. The
small maximum associated with the electrical activity of the deep donor level appears between
T = 400 and 420 K. Sensitivity to the light is found at low temperatures.
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Figure 9. Temperature dependence of the electron Hall mobility for n-ZnSe samples annealed in
Zn + x at.% Au melt ((◦) in the dark, and (•) under illumination).

4. Discussion

Analysis of our experimental data shows that the anomalous temperature dependence of RH

caused by the sign inversion is observed only for lightly Cu-doped ZnSe crystals. In all the
known cases when either double inversion of the sign of RH in a p-type semiconductor or
inversion of the sign in an n-type semiconductor is observed, the anomaly of RH(103/T )

curve is associated with mixed electron–hole conductivity [15–18]. As a rule, this phenomenon
has been observed in narrow band-gap semiconductors. Therefore, the models proposed with
account of the specificity of these semiconductors are not valid for ZnSe, which has a wide
energy gap (Eg = 2.8 eV at 77 K).

We explain the anomalies observed in the kinetic coefficients by the nature of the energy
levels of transition metal ions in n-ZnSe. There are two acceptor-type energy levels that
correspond to the charge states Cu+

Zn (d10) and Cu2+
Zn (d9) of copper. The more shallow Cu2+

Zn
acceptors have greater electron capture cross-section than the Cu+

Zn acceptors, and, as well as
the native VZn defects, they can compensate the shallow non-controlled donor impurity [1].
The energy level of the Cu2+

Zn centre at 0.35 eV above the valence band [1] is thus completely
occupied by electrons, while that of the Cu+

Zn centre at 0.73 eV above the valence band [1]
is unoccupied at low T . The thermal activation of the electrons from the valence band to this
vacant level becomes effective at sufficiently high temperatures (T > 400 K, figure 1, 0.05 at.%
Cu). The concentration of free holes in the valence band increases sharply, but the concentration
of the conduction band electrons is constant due to exhaustion of the donor impurity. Thus, we
observe electron–hole impurity conductivity that is the necessary condition for inversion of the
sign of RH in p- and n-type semiconductors [16, 18]. Theoretical calculations given in [18]
for the temperature dependence of the Hall coefficient in two-layer structures show that in case
of the carriers of opposite charges, the second inversion of the Hall coefficient is observed in
addition to the classic inversion associated with the intrinsic conductivity of p-layer. These
conclusions are valid for semiconductors with mixed electron–hole conductivity. If the hole
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Figure 10. Influence of the concentration of Cu, Ag, and Au dopants on the free electron
concentration in n-ZnSe crystals.

concentration decreases with temperature decrease and the electron concentration is unchanged,
the second inversion of the Hall coefficient takes place.

The anomalous parts in the RH(103/T ) and µ(T ) dependences flatten and completely
disappear with increasing Cu content. In accordance with the proposed model, we attribute this
behaviour to redistribution of the Cu+

Zn and Cu2+
Zn concentrations which decreases the number

of Cu+
Zn centres responsible for the hole concentration in the valence band. Increase of the

concentration of the Cu2+
Zn acceptors with increasing Cu content in n-ZnSe crystals has been

found from investigation of nonlinear absorption spectra [19] and luminescence spectra [20].
The gradual transition from the anomalous RH(103/T ) dependence to the normal one

during long-term high-temperature treatment of the samples in vacuum is caused, in our
opinion, by motion of Cu atoms from Zn sublattice into interstitial sites which decreases
the concentration of Cu+

Zn and Cu2+
Zn . Long-term storage of the samples at normal room

temperature leads to diffusion of interstitial Cui atoms into the vacant sites of the Zn sublattice.
As the concentration of these centres increases, the temperature dependence of RH becomes
anomalous. For Cu-doped n-ZnSe samples, the anomalies of RH(103/T ) and µ(T ) curves at
high temperatures can therefore be explained by the existence of Cu atoms with d10 and d9

electron configurations in the Zn sublattice.
The number of electrically active Cui defects in Cu-doped samples is insufficient for

revealing the amphoteric properties of the dopant impurity. The gradually decreasing
concentration of free electrons with increasing Cu content (figure 10) gives evidence for the
acceptor nature of Cu in ZnSe. Interstitial Cu ions take part only in the formation of acceptor-
type (CuZn–Cui ) and (CuZn–VSe–Cui ) radiative recombination centres [21].

Within the limits of our model, the lack of anomalies of the kinetic coefficients in n-
ZnSe doped with Ag and Au suggests that silver and gold in contrast to copper are simple
single-charged Ag+

Zn and Au+
Zn acceptors with d10 electron configuration. These two impurities

form near the valence band single levels, which can compensate the main electrically active
impurities. The contribution of the shallow non-controlled donors to σ decreases with
increasing Ag concentration. The deeper donor level with activation energy ≈130 meV
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becomes a key centre that causes conductivity of the investigated crystals at high temperatures.
The interstitial Aui defects do not show electrical activity and free electron concentration
decreases with increasing dopant content (figure 10). Thus, the measurements carried out
immediately after doping the samples do not reveal amphoteric properties for Ag in ZnSe.
However, the probability of the formation of donor-type Agi defects is higher in comparison
with Cui . Our photoluminescence investigations confirm this statement, as the I Agi

2 -line
attributed to radiative annihilation of the Agi -donor bound excitons is dominant in edge
luminescence spectra of n-ZnSe:Zn:Ag crystals [22]. We have also found time stimulation
of amphoteric properties of Ag in Ag-doped ZnSe [10].

At low Au contents in the Zn melt, the larger Au atoms (in comparison with Cu and Ag) are
preferentially incorporated into interstitial sites and form a great number of electrically active
Aui donors. Thus, there is an effect of donor doping of n-ZnSe crystals with Au [23]. This
process tends to saturation with increasing Au concentration and then simple AuZn acceptors
and acceptor-type associative centres (AuZn–Aui ), (AuZn–VSe) and/or (AuZn–DZn) are formed.
At first a moderate and later a strong compensation of the donor impurities takes place, rapidly
decreasing the free electron concentration (figure 10). The I

Agi
2 -line attributed to radiative

annihilation of the Aui -donor bound excitons appears in the edge photoluminescence spectra
of Au-doped ZnSe crystals. Its intensity first increases, as well as the concentration of free
electrons, and then decreases with increasing Au content. The decreasing intensity of the
I Agi
2 -line is accompanied by an emission band associated with AuZn acceptors and showing

increasing intensity when the Au concentration is increased [23].

5. Conclusion

According to Hall measurements, the Au impurity has the most prominent amphoteric
properties in n-ZnSe single crystals among Cu, Ag and Au impurities, as it forms a great
number of Aui donors, as well as AuZn acceptors, immediately after doping. Electrical
measurements show that silver and gold ions introduced into vacant sites of the Zn sublattice
form simple single-charged Ag+

Zn and Au+
Zn states with d10 electron configuration. Copper ions

can form both single-charged Cu+
Zn (d10) and double-charged Cu2+

Zn (d9) centres giving rise to
impurity electron–hole conductivity in Cu-doped ZnSe crystals.
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